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INTRODUCTION
The research is clear: Engagement provides a long-term competitive advantage. In 2005, a milestone book,
The Enthusiastic Employee: How Companies Profit by Giving Workers What They Want, by Dr David Sirota made
headlines across corporate America. Sirota gathered never-before-published case studies, more than 30
years of employee attitude research, and data from 920,000 employees from 28 multinational companies.
This data showed that the share prices of firms with highly engaged employees increased an averag e of 16%
in 2004, compared with an industry average of 6%. Stock prices of companies with high morale
outperformed similar companies in the same industries by more than 2½-to-1 during 2004, while the stock
prices of companies with low morale lagged behind their industry competitors by almost 5-to-1.
A Towers Perrin study in August 2005 looked at 85,000 people employed in large and midsize companies i n
16 countries on four continents. It showed there is a vast reserve of untapped “employee performance
potential” that can drive better financial results if companies can successfully tap into this reserve. The
study also showed that highly engaged workers believe they contribute more directly to business results
than less engaged employees. For instance:





84% of highly engaged employees believe they can positively impact the quality of their company’s
products, compared with 31% of disengaged workers.
72% of the highly engaged believe they can positively affect customer service, vs. only 27% of the
disengaged.
68% of the highly engaged believe they can positively impact costs in their job or unit, vs. just 19%
of the disengaged.

Watson Wyatt researchers quantified this relationship by performing an analysis to explain current financial
performance (measured as the market premium) as a function of various factors. They found a significant
relationship between current financial performance and past engagement, even after controlling for past
financial performance, industry and other considerations, to wit: A signi ficant (one standard deviation)
increase in the level of past employee engagement is associated with a 1.5% increase in current market
premium, all other factors including past market premium constant. For the typical company in the sam pl e
with a market value of $14 billion, that represents an increase in market value of 1.7%, or more than $230
million.
Based on more than five years of data involving several million responses, the Federal Government’s Offi ce
of Personnel Management stated in 2014 that “Employee engagement has been linked to important
outcomes, including agency performance, sick leave usage, EEO complaints and turnover. Engaged
employees are less likely to leave their agency, while those who are unengaged will likely star t to l o o k fo r
opportunities elsewhere.”1
Employee engagement data is today broadly accepted as a leading indicator of actions and behaviors that
trigger near-term future financial performance. Thus, applied correctly, engagement data can act as an earl y
warning system, allowing organizations to right the ship before the conditions causing a decline in
employee engagement translate into a hit on revenue and profits.
THE EVIDENCE IS MOUNTING
In 2008, the Human Capital Institute and IBM partnered in a global research study into the adoption and
impact of Integrated Talent Management practices. In part one of the study, the three -year financial track
records (2004-2007) of 287 publicly-traded U.S. companies were examined (a subset of the 1,900
organizations surveyed in the study).
Across the board, those that invested more in talent management performed better financially. However,
researchers found that those who were able to do two things in particular – focus on measuring and
addressing employee engagement and aligning incenti ves to business goals – were more likely to
outperform other organizations in their industry than by pursuing any other talent management initiatives.
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In 2013, The Winters Group published research that demonstrated correlations between inclusion and
engagement ranging around .8 amongst many of the organizations they studied. 2 The deliberate act of
including employees in decisions and respecting their ideas and opinions counts as another leading driver
of engagement and performance.

Research has clearly and consistently proved the direct link between employee
engagement, customer satisfaction and revenue growth.
– Harvard Business Review
THE PEOPLE CONNECTION
In 1996, Theresa Welbourne and Alice Andrews published the results of research they had been co nducti ng
into the success of start-ups over the previous eight years. They analyzed the five-year survival rate s o f 136
companies that had made initial public offerings in 1988, finding that companies which emphasized the
importance of their people and shared rewards broadly survived at a much higher rate than those that
didn’t.
Similarly, Bilmes, Struven and Wetzker of the Boston Consulting Group conducted research over an eight year span to understand the characteristics of top performing companies (48 in Germany and 36 in the U.S.).
In every case, each of the high performing companies had unusually progressive policies toward their
employees.
In 1999, Stanford Business School professors Michael T. Hannan and James N. Baron published research
they had done on the success rates of Silicon Valley start-ups in the 1990s. In their research, they discov e r e d
five models of human resource management (normally driven by the start-up’s founder and/or CEO). The y
labeled them: Star, Commitment, Engineering, Autocracy and Bureaucracy. The Star model centers on
recruitment – get the best people “on the bus” and they’ll take you where you need to go. The Commitment
model emphasizes engagement and a family-like work environment characterized by caring and tr ust. The
Engineering model emphasizes performance, challenging work, self-motivation and teamwork. The
Autocracy model emphasizes top-down command and control, and the Bureaucracy model emphasizes
process, procedure and rigor.
Hannan & Baron found that the Commitment model resulted in start-ups that were most likely/fastest to go
public. All other things being equal, the Commitment firms were also significantly less likely to fail. And
while Star firms have the largest post-IPO increases in market cap, they’re followed closely by Commitment
firms. Not surprisingly, Autocracy firms perform the worst, followed by firms without a clear model.
FUNDAMENTAL CONDITIONS
There are some fundamental conditions that must be in place in order to make employee engagement
possible. Whether the engagement diagnostic is from Gallup, Towers Perrin or other sources, questions
about the quality of the employee’s relationship with the organization, supervisors and colleagues are
invariably included. From its 2008 global engagement study of 90,000+ workers worldwide, Towe r s Pe r r i n
concluded that, while the impact of the immediate boss on employee engagement is large, the top single
driver of discretionary effort is “senior management’s sincere interest in employee well being.” In other
words, does senior management consistently demonstrate that it truly cares about front-line employees? The
Great Place to Work Institute (GPTWI), a San Francisco-based organization that produces Fortune
magazine’s “100 Best places To Work” list each year, boils this down to the following:
…a great workplace is measured by the quality of three, interconnected relationships that exist there:
 The relationship between employees and management
 The relationship between employees and their jobs/company
 The relationship between employees and other employees.
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In determining who makes Fortune’s annual 100 Best Places to Work list, GPTWI surveys at least 400
individuals from every company nominated each year. The employees rate the organization on elements o f
trust and workplace relationships, and their assessments lead to the final selection of the top 100.
Since 1998, the first year of the Fortune 100 Best Places to Work List, the publicly-traded organizations on the
list have significantly outperformed the average S&P 500 company and the Russell 3000 index. Indeed, i f an
investor bought stock only in companies that made the top 100 list from 1998 to 2006, his inve stment wo ul d
have been worth more than double an identical investment in the S&P 500 or Russell 3000 companies.
Employee engagement in the top 100 companies is high, leading to better performance, sales and custo m e r
retention. But it’s also reflected in turnover data. Over an eight year period, turnover in GPTWI Top 100
companies is much lower than the industry average across a range of sectors. Given the enormous cost of
turnover, this is another of the key reasons for better financial performance among the top 100 organizations
on Fortune’s annual list.
THE COSTCO ADVANTAGE
As in the GPTWI example above, the fundamentals are pretty basic. Organizations that can establish trust
between the workforce and management, and between co-workers, stand to gain an engaged workforce and
the benefits that go along with it. But how does one build that trust? In large part, trust is established by
treating employees well and consistently through good times and bad.
In the big-box retail sector, competition is fierce and margins are thin, yet Costco Co-founder and former
CEO Jim Sinegal bucked the low-wage, high-turnover approach to the workforce several years ago and
showed that it pays off in numerous ways. At Costco, employees have learned to trust that the following
will be true (as of 2010) regardless of the business cycle:







At least $10/hour starting wage (avg. $17/hour – 42% more than Wal-Mart)
After 4 years, cashiers earn roughly $44,000, including bonuses
94% of healthcare costs are covered by Costco
Generous & compassionate family leave policies
CEO pay is 10 times that of the average employee vs. a national average of 531 times.

The results are eye-popping:
 23% turnover vs. 66.1% industry average
 7% labor costs vs. industry average of about 16%
 Sales (2003 through Aug.) on 312 U.S. stores: $34.4 B vs. Sam’s Club $32.9 B with 532 U.S. stores, as
well as higher productivity and higher profitability
 On average, Costco stores generate nearly double the revenue of Sam’s Club stores ($112 million
vs. $63 million) and more per sq. ft.
 Reduced employee theft: 0.2% vs. an industry average of 2%.
As Patricia Edwards, Managing Director of Wentworth Hauser and Violich (a San Francisco investment firm
that owns 785,000 shares of Costco) says, “These guys have bucked Wall Street as far as taking care of their
employees, yet their return last year was pretty darn good.” Indeed, in 2003, Costco’s sales topped sales at
Sam’s Club by 21%, even though Sam’s had 28% more stores. Costco stock was up 34% for calendar 2004;
Wal-Mart's stayed about even.
RETURN ON ENGAGEMENT
Much evidence exists that demonstrates the importance of employee engagement to the success of modern
organizations. The examples above are just a few of a vast and growing body of case studies and research
that make the point convincingly and consistently across all industries and countries. But engagement related initiatives need to be all-encompassing – and they aren’t cheap.
The initial capital outlay to begin pursuing such initiatives may be modest, but to change or improve an
organization’s culture so employees better trust their leaders, so that leaders are instilled with a talent
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mindset and commit themselves to the daily practices of coaching, rewarding, managing performance and
talent planning, requires patience, perseverance and investment of both time and money.
As such, convincing senior leaders in an organization to make engagement a priority is sometimes difficul t.
Those in charge of planning and implementing an Enterprise Engagement strategy must demonstrate the
expected Return on Investment (ROI) in a convincing and credible manner. Fortunately, tools and exper ti se
are available to make the business case for engagement using bottom -line language that CEOs and CFOs
understand. Here are some examples of how firms are measuring “Return on Engagement.”
SEARS
Though the organization has faltered in recent years, Sears was a trailblazer in measuring Return on
Engagement. During the recession of the early 1990s, Sears – at that time the world’s largest retailer – was
losing billions of dollars a year. But losses didn’t make the company unique. Competitors, as well as firms in
almost every other industry, were also suffering from the recession, and mass layoffs were the or de r o f the
day. Despite such losses, Sears chose not to downsize. Instead, executives decided to invest more in their
workforce, particularly in measures aimed at employee engagement. Sears hypothesized that better
employee engagement would lead to better customer engagement, leading to more sales, revenue and
profits. The result:

By enabling employees to see the implications of their actions, it changed the
way everyone at Sears thought and acted. The bottom line reflected this changed
behavior. The merchandising group, for example, went from a loss of nearly $3
billion in 1992 to a net income of $752 million in 1993.
– Harvard Business Review
On the face of it, Sears’ dramatic financial turnaround correlates strongly with their employee eng ag e me nt
initiatives. But Sears went much further. In fact, they came as close to proving the link between employee
engagement, customer satisfaction/engagement and profits as any study before or since.
Within two years of the launch of the program, Sears was able to use employee engagement data as an
almost perfect “leading indicator” of financial performance in its stores. For example, a store manager
whose engagement scores increased by 5 units could expect a 1.3 unit increase in custom er impression
(satisfaction), followed by a .5% increase in revenue growth.
GALLUP DIAGNOSTICS
The work done at Sears has led to similar use and refinements of their toolset in other organizations and
became a precursor to research done by Gallup more than a decade later. In HR circles, Gallup is best
known for its “Q12” employee engagement diagnostic. Derived from millions of interviews and e xte nsi v e
data sets, Gallup researchers have boiled the measurement of employee engagement down to just 12
questions. The Q12 is likely the most utilized index of its kind in the world.
More recently, Gallup introduced a new tool, the “CE11,” designed to test customer engagement. Taken
together, the Q12 and the CE11 form the basis for what Gallup researchers call “Hum an Sigma,” a
measurement of the employee/customer encounter and the subject of a 2007 book by the same name,
authored by Gallup researchers John H. Fleming and Jim Apslund.
On page 35, the authors state: “In our own research, we have observed that buildi ng a critical mass of
engaged employees contributes significantly to the bottom line. In a recent study of 89 companies, we found
that the companies that build this critical mass of engagement grew earnings per share (EPS) at 2.6 times the
rate of companies who do not.”7
Gallup research has regularly added to the evidence linking employee engagement to organizational
performance, revenue and profits. Its most recent work provides evidence of the importance of customer
engagement and the link between the two types of engagement.
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Gallup has shown that “rationally satisfied” customers – those that have no or few complaints – b e hav e no
differently toward their providers than dissatisfied customers. Even if a company satisfies a custo m e r wi th
good pricing, quality on-time delivery, etc., he or she is no more likely to reward them with loyalty or
increased business than a customer who feels let down and disappointed.
On the other hand, Gallup’s research points out that “emotionally engaged” customers aren’t only more
loyal and spend more, they’re far more tolerant of mistakes and minor disappointments than either
dissatisfied or rationally satisfied customers.
Each of the 10 companies and 1,979 business units Gallup studied as part of its initial Human Sigma
research undertook initiatives to strengthen the employee/customer encounter. The result? These
companies outperformed their five largest competitors in 2003 by 26% in gross margin and 85% in sales.
Again, Gallup found that in order for companies to realize outstanding financial be nefits, they had to be
better than average in both employee and customer engagement.
Gallup’s Fleming and Apslund argue that engagement, whether employee or customer, is highly local. In
other words, variation from store to store (in the case of a retaile r, for example) is such that an employer
might be a “Best Place to Work” in Phoenix and a miserable employer in Boston. Customers might be
engaged and loyal in Denver but fleeing in droves in Chicago. Not surprisingly, they argue that both fo r m s
of engagement must be locally driven and managers held accountable at the most local levels possible.
Gallup has introduced a formula to calculate what it calls an organization’s “Human Sigma” (HS) score. The
formula takes each business unit’s mean scores on the G12 and CE11 and turns them into percentages.
Gallup then uses the results to place their clients in one of six HS bands. At the higher ends, HS5 and HS6,
business units within organizations have managed to optimize employee engagement and customer
engagement, leading to “financial results that are about 3.5 times as good as HS1 and HS2 unit’s results.”
With Human Sigma, Gallup has shed more light on the critical links between employee and customer
engagement, demonstrating that initiatives designed only to drive high employee engagement can be too
inwardly focused; despite happy employees, they can still fail to engage customers. On the other hand,
organizations that focus only on their customers may succeed temporarily, but the results won’t be
sustainable unless employees are also engaged.
CENTER FOR TALENT SOLUTIONS
The Center for Talent Solutions (formerly the Center for Talent Retention) has added to the quantification o f
engagement in a different and equally important manner. For most of the past decade, CTS has been
working with firms around the world to increase the engagement levels of their employees. In this time it
has amassed a lot of valuable data on the measures of engagement and, more importantly, the costs v e r sus
the benefits of improved employee engagement.
Over the years, CTS has found that employees it terms “fully engaged” deliver, on average, 22% better
performance than so-called “normally engaged” employees. Employees who are “somewhat engaged” ar e ,
on average, only about 75% as productive as normally engaged employees, and those it terms “dise ng ag e d
employees” perform at only about half the value of normally engaged employees.
As an illustration, let’s look at an organization before specific engagement-related activities are undertak e n.
In this case, let’s say 10% of the company’s employees are fully engaged and 65% are normally engaged,
leaving 20% only somewhat engaged and 5% disengaged.
Based on this organization’s performance management data, fully engaged workers are estimated t o delive r
25% higher levels of productivity than engaged workers. The somewhat engaged and disengaged are at
minus 25% and minus 50%, respectively. CTS estimates that this organization is losing over $112 million
annually due to its less-than-engaged workers.
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The organization’s next step was to determine specific actions that would lead to better engagement. An
employee questionnaire was used to better understand where solutions and/or improvements were most
necessary.
Based on this information, the organization then undertook the actions, assigning clear responsibility and
scheduling weekly meetings to discuss the actions taken and outcomes to date. Managers were held
accountable and were expected to have something to report at weekly meetings.
Within seven months, the size of the fully engaged group doubled to 20%, the normally engaged group
grew from 65% to 70%, the somewhat engaged were reduced by 50% (to 10%) and the disengaged were
eliminated entirely. As a result, the organization was able to turn its $112 million loss into a $56 million gain.

Research has shown that engaged employees are more productive employees.
Research also proves that engaged employees are more profitable, more
customer-focused, safer and more likely to with-stand temptations to leave.
Many have long suspected the connection between an employee's level of
engagement and the level and quality of his or her performance. Our research
has laid the matter to rest.
– Gallup, 2009
Intuitively, good managers have understood the Return on Engagement for decades. More recently,
research that quantifies those returns has been available to leaders and managers. Today, valid tools exist to
measure and predict the ROI in engagement related initiatives. Yet, as Gallup and others point out in their
studies year after year, the American workforce remains a place where less than one -third of employees can
be truly described as “engaged.”
SUMMARY
The cost of disengagement is enormous – hundreds of billions of dollars are lost in the U.S. econo m y al o ne
each year. So why don’t more organizations do something about it – particularly now, when every dollar
counts?
Employee engagement and customer engagement are both driven by the fundamentals in organizations. For
both levels to be high and stay high, an organization needs a solid culture and value system that supports
the ingredients necessary for engagement. Senior leaders have to drive the process, “walk the walk” to
demonstrate their commitment to engagement. Managers must be selected and developed with employee
(and customer) engagement in mind, and they need to be held accountable through a total rewards and
performance management strategy that aligns their desired behaviors, goals and outcomes with those of the
organization. Most importantly, employees must be made partners in the effort.
In most organizations, both the challenges of engagement and the remedies to improve it are daunti ng . But
the payoff is enormous, and beyond the bottom line it’s clear that in the near future an engaged workforce
will be a necessity for survival. Ask yourself: Who would continue to drag themselves into work ev e r y day
for a paycheck when they can have the paycheck and be highly engaged in their work at the same time.
One key reason many organizations may overlook engagement as a strategic management tool is because i t
takes time to deliver results. The Enterprise Engagement Alliance Good Company Stock Index has found
that organizations with low engagement can outperform their competitors in the stock market for up to a
three-year time frame, after which companies with high engagement have the advantage.
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